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Libro di testo: Lindsay Clandfield – GLOBAL - Macmillian   

 

  

Texts: Surprising origins and facts:  The identity card (ID) - It’s a small world...the six degrees of 

separation theory - Tastes comforting – Ten secrets…from the world’s top kitchens - Discovered! 

True stories how valuable works of art were found in unexpected places- The Picture of  Dorian 

Gray by D. Gray - El Sistema - Changing lives through music - Jose Antonio Abreu - Ten secrets 

from the world's top kitchens - The world best diets -  Work and Leisure -   Middle East virus 

possibly spread by camels - Flexible Work 
 

 

Vocabulary 

Everyday objects – Describing people – Look and look like – People you know (in touch- place)        

Food, In the kitchen, Containers and drinks – The human body – Work of art – Feelings, Adjectives 

and synonyms - Work - Leisure activities 

 

 Grammar: Word order in questions – What and How questions – Present simple, frequency 

adverbs  Present continuous - Countable / uncountable nouns, quantifiers (some, any, no)  

Quantifiers (a lot of, a little, a few, not enough much, many). The infinitive – The infinitive of 

purpose - Past simple and past continuous – Used to – Future hopes and plans – Future plans and 

intentions (be going to, present continuous) - Phrases with get (get around, get away, get back, get 

together, get up, get tired, get information etc.) - Present perfect, have been/have gone. 
 

 

 

                   L’insegnante   

 

 Gli alunni 

 

 

 

Italy boat sinking 

2. It's a small world....the six degrees of separation theory. 

3. Present simple/Present continous 

4. Vocabulary: Food 

5. Discovered: In a hole in the ground. In an attic. as a bicycle rack 
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6. Writing a review. Preparing to write:describing concert 

7. Write a review of a concert. 

8. Synonyms 

9. Used to/Didn't use to 

10. Agreeing and disagreeing. 

11. The Picture of Dorian Gray by O. Wilde. 

12. onversation about films, 

13. Reading: El Sistema - Changing lives through music 

14. Oral report: Jose Antonio Abreu 

15. Countable and uncountable nouns. Mind map: Food Taste+adjective Taste +like/of+noun 

16. Ten secrets ...from the world's top kitchens 

17. Descrption of food and drink Writing: description of food and drink in your country for a 

class magazine 

18. The world best diets 

19. Future plans and intentions (going to, present continuos) 

20. Future tense: Prediction and ability (will, be able to) 

21. Future time clauses , Mixed future forms, Adjectives and synonyms 

22. Phrases with get (get around, get away, get back, get together, get up, get tired, get 

information etc.) 

23. Have/have got. 

24. Work and Leisure. Work/job. Work expression Workbook pag 36 n. 1,2,3. 

25. Modal verbs: must, can, have to, don‘t have to 

26. Present perfect pag 140 Ex. pag 141 n. 1 (Write the dialogues with the correct form of the 

present perfect). n. 3 

(Choose the correct ending) 

27. Grammar: has been/has gone. 

28. -Ing forms of the verb. Leisure time on an average day: Leisure time on an average day. -

Play (verb, noun, adjective) 

29. Middle East virus possibly spread by camels. Definition of new words. 

30. Reading: Flexible Work 

 

 

 

 
 

 


